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Abstract. The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture is a popular
framework for rational agents, yet most veriﬁcation approaches are limited to analysing qualitative properties, for example whether an intention
completes. BDI-based systems, however, operate in uncertain environments with dynamic behaviours: we may need quantitative analysis to
establish properties such as the probability of eventually completing an
intention. We deﬁne a probabilistic extension to the Conceptual Agent
Notation (CAN) for BDI agents that supports probabilistic action outcomes, and probabilistic plan and intention selection. The semantics is
executable via an encoding in Milner’s bigraphs and the BigraphER tool.
Quantitative analysis is conducted using PRISM. While the new semantics can be applied to any CAN program, we demonstrate the extension
by comparing with standard plan and intention selection strategies (e.g.
ordered or ﬁxed schedules) and evaluating probabilistic action executions
in a smart manufacturing scenario. The results show we can improve signiﬁcantly the probability of intention completion, with appropriate probabilistic distribution. We also show the impact of probabilistic action
outcomes can be marginal, even when the failure probabilities are large,
due to the agent making smarter intention selection choices.
Keywords: BDI agents
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Introduction

A well-studied and popular architecture for developing rational agents is the
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) paradigm. BDI paradigm builds upon a sound
theoretical foundation to model an agent where (B)eliefs represent what the
agent knows, (D)esires what the agent wants to bring about, and (I)ntentions
the desires the agent is currently acting upon. BDI agents have inspired many
agent-oriented programming languages including AgentSpeak [1], Can [2], and
CanPlan [3], 3APL [4], and 2APL [5] along with a collection of mature software toolkits and platforms including JACK [6], Jason [7], and Jadex [8]. BDI
agents have been recognised for their eﬃciency and scalability in areas such as
business [9], healthcare [10], and engineering [11].
In BDI languages, desires and intentions are often represented using a plan
library. Each plan describes a course of actions which an agent can perform
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to address an event given some beliefs hold, while the set of intentions are
the plans currently being executed. Typically BDI languages: (1) assume that
action outcomes (i.e. the eﬀects on external environment) are deterministic, (2)
remain agnostic internally to the choice of an applicable plan to bring about
its desires, (3) remain agnostic internally to the order that intentions are progressed. These assumptions facilitate the veriﬁcation of agent behaviour through
a non-deterministic underlying transition system (e.g. [12,13]), where plan and
intention selection denotes branching choices and actions have a single outcome.
Unfortunately, this often does not adequately represent behaviour in uncertain
environments such as cyber-physical robotics systems (e.g. surveyed in [14]) with
uncertain sensors, and actuators.
For example, the outcome of an action may be probabilistic due to sensor
noise and imprecise actuation, and plans and intentions are not created equally
and are likely to have diﬀerent characteristics such as preference and urgency.
As a result, there is a growing need for formal techniques that can handle quantitative properties of agent-based systems under uncertainty.
We employ the following robot packaging task for smart manufacturing as
an example, giving detailed quantitative analysis in Sect. 4. The robot insulates
products with suitable wrapping bags, to prevent temperature rise and consequent spoilage, and then transfers the wrapped products to a storage location.
There are two types of wrapping bags: premium and standard. The standard
wrapping is preferred as the cheaper option, however it may not be eﬀective if
the product temperature is already too high, and/or the packaging occasionally breaks, which results in damaged product (i.e. a negative action outcome).
Before wrapping the products, the robot also has to decide which product to
handle ﬁrst (as there may be multiple products waiting), meaning handling a
product before it spoils requires a notion of urgency. While it is important to
prioritise the more urgent products, it is also sensible to progress less urgent
ones from time-to-time, before they also become urgent. So we need to model
and quantify agent behaviour when there is a range of choices, inherent uncertainty, and characteristics of preference and urgency. For example, we may wish
to know the probability the robot can complete packaging under diﬀerent schedules, negative outcomes, and decisions.
In the BDI community, probabilistic action outcomes are usually implicit—
requiring the agent to sense failures and revise the beliefs (i.e. to enable new
plans)—and are often disregarded when modelling. Although most agent language semantics specify non-deterministic plan selection, e.g. in [2], it is typical
in practice for plans to be ordered—either statically [7] or at run-time [15]—to
enforce deterministic branching. While desirable to exploit the highest ordered
plan, it may be worthwhile exploring other non-highest order plans every now
and then to avoid being stuck in a local maximum. Similarly, intention selection
is also not implemented in a fully non-deterministic fashion either, but in a ﬁxed
schedule, e.g. round robin (executing a step of each intention in turn).
We argue that the highest ordering (i.e. local maximum) and ﬁxed schedules
(e.g. round robin) are not always the best approach to plan/intention selection and
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suggest agents should support probabilistic plan/intention selection along with the
need to evaluate the undesired outcomes of actions. Therefore, we present a formal
approach to specify, model, and quantitatively analyse BDI agents with probabilistic action outcomes and plan/intention selections drawn from a probability distribution. Quantitative veriﬁcation, e.g. asking the probability some intention completes, aids the design of agents by enabling plan and intention selection functions
to be explored, and mitigates the risk of operating in the uncertain environments
by providing quantitative assurance.
We have extended the operational semantics of Can language in [2] to a
probabilistic setting. Can is chosen as it features a high-level agent programming language that captures the essence of BDI concepts without describing
implementation details such as data structures. As a superset of AgentSpeak [1],
Can includes advanced BDI agent behaviours such as reasoning with declarative
goals, concurrency, and failure recovery, which are necessary for our smart manufacturing example modelled in Sect. 4. Importantly, although we focus on Can,
the language features are similar to those of other mainstream BDI languages
and the same modelling techniques would apply to other BDI programming languages. We build on our previous work on an executable semantics of Can [16],
based on Milner’s Bigraphs [17] and provide the resulting probabilistic executable
semantics.
We use probabilistic bigraphs [18] that allow a (relative) weight to be assigned
to bigraph reaction rules and we extend the rules in Can specifying plan selection, intention selection, and probabilistic action outcomes (speciﬁed by the
user). For automated veriﬁcation, we export a Discrete Time Markov Chain
(DTMC) from the bigraph model for analysis in probabilistic model checkers, e.g. PRISM [19]. We believe this is the ﬁrst rigorous quantitative analysis through formal modelling applied to plan selection, intention selection, and
action execution within mainstream BDI agents.
We make the following research contributions:
– a probabilistic extension of the semantics of Can language;
– an executable semantics of Can based on probabilistic bigraphs;
– an evaluation, in a smart manufacturing case, of probabilistic plan and intention selection under probabilistic action outcomes, against standard counterparts, e.g. ordered plan selection and round robin intention selection.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we provide a brief overview of
BDI agents and Bigraphs. In Sect. 3 we propose the probabilistic extension of
Can semantics. In Sect. 4 we evaluate our approach on a smart manufacturing
example. We discuss related work in Sect. 5 and conclude in Sect. 6.

2
2.1

Background
BDI Agents

A BDI agent has an explicit representation of beliefs, desires, and intentions.
The beliefs correspond to what the agent believes about the environment, while
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the desires are a set of external events that the agent can respond to. To respond
to those events, the agent selects a plan (given its beliefs) from the pre-deﬁned
plan library and commits to the selected plan by turning it into a new intention.
The Can language formalises a classical BDI agent consisting of a belief
base B and a plan library Π. The belief base B is a set of formulas encoding the
current beliefs and has belief operators for entailment (i.e. B |= ϕ), and belief
atom addition (resp. deletion) B ∪ {b} (resp. B \ {b})1 . A plan library Π is a
collection of plans of the form e : ϕ ← P with e the triggering event, ϕ the
context condition, and P the plan-body. The triggering event e speciﬁes why the
plan is triggered, while the context condition ϕ determines when the plan-body
P is able to handle the event. Events can be either be external (i.e. from the
environment in which the agent is operating) or internal (i.e. sub-goals that the
agent itself tries to accomplish). The language used in the plan-body is deﬁned
by the following grammar:
P = nil | + b | − b | act | ?ϕ | e | P1 ; P2 | P1  P2 | P1  P2 |
e : (|ϕ1 : P1 , · · · , ϕn : Pn |) | goal (ϕs , P , ϕf )
where nil is an empty program, +b and −b belief addition and deletion, act a
primitive action, ?ϕ a test for ϕ in the belief base, and e is a sub-event (i.e.
internal event). Actions act take the form act = ϕ ← φ+ , φ− , where ϕ is the
pre-condition, and φ+ and φ− are the addition and deletion sets (resp.) of belief
atoms, i.e. a belief base B is revised to be (B \φ− )∪φ+ when the action executes.
To execute a sub-event, a plan (corresponding to that event) is selected and the
plan-body added in place of the event. In this way we allow plans to be nested
(similar to sub-routine calls in other languages). In addition, there are composite
programs P1 ; P2 for sequence, P1  P2 that executes P2 in the case that P1 fails,
and P1  P2 for interleaved concurrency. A set of relevant plans (those that
respond to the same event) is denoted by e : (|ψ1 : P1 , · · · , ψn : Pn |). Finally, a
declarative goal program goal (ϕs , P , ϕf ) expresses that the declarative goal ϕs
should be achieved through program P , failing if ϕf becomes true, and retrying
as long as neither ϕs nor ϕf is true (see in [3] for details).
The operational semantics for Can are deﬁned over conﬁgurations C and
transitions C → C  . A transition C → C  denotes a single execution step between
conﬁguration C and C  . We write C → (resp. C ) to state that there is (resp. is
not) a C  such that C → C  . A derivation rule consists of a (possibly empty) set
of premises pi (i = 1, . . . , n) on C, and a conclusion, denoted by
p1

p2
···
C → C

pn

l

l

where l is a rule name. We write C −
→ C  to denote C evolves to C  through the
application of derivation rule l.
A basic conﬁguration B, P , where P is the plan-body program being executed (i.e. the current intention), is used in rules that deﬁne the execution of
1

Any logic is allowed providing entailment is supported. A propositional logic with
natural number comparisons is used in our examples.
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a single intention. The agent conﬁguration is deﬁned as E e , B, Γ  where E e
stands for the a set of pending external events and Γ the current set of intentions (partially executed plan-body programs). The semantics of Can language
is speciﬁed by two types of transitions. The ﬁrst transition type, denoted as →,
speciﬁes intention-level evolution in terms of basic conﬁguration B, P  and the
second type, denoted as ⇒, speciﬁes agent-level evolution over the agent conﬁguration E e , B, Γ . For example, in the intention-level evolution, the transition
for belief addition and a belief test can be given as follows:
B, +b → B ∪ {b}, nil

+b

B |= ϕ
?
B, ?ϕ → B, nil

We refer the reader to [2,20] for a full overview of the semantics of Can.
2.2

Bigraphs

Bigraphs are a graph-based universal modelling formalism, introduced by Milner [17], and extended to probabilistic systems [18]. As a graph-based rewriting
formalism, over rules called reaction rules, bigraphs not only provide an intuitive
diagrammatic representation, which is ideal for visualising the execution process
of the systems, but also oﬀer compositional reasoning via explicit abstractions
(sites/regions/names), customised rewriting rules, and multiple ways to relate
entities (placement and linking). They have been used both for modelling ubiquitous systems [21–23] and as a unifying theory of existing process calculi [24,25]
and their semantics.
The evolution of bigraphs is described through over a rewriting system speciﬁed via reaction rule l  r that replace a bigraph matching l with a bigraph
matching r in some larger bigraph2 . Given an initial bigraph and set of reaction rules we can derive a non-deterministic transition system capturing the
behaviour of the system. We have used this to encode the existing Can language semantics in order to symbolically analyse BDI agent behaviour [16]. The
encoding deﬁnes a bigraph equivalent for any Can agent, and deﬁnes reaction
rules that faithfully model the operational semantics (essentially a tree exploration).
Probabilistic bigraphs [18] allow reaction rules to be weighted, e.g. t1 =
2
1
l1  r1 and t2 = l2  r2 , such that if both (and only) t1 and t2 are applicable then t1 is twice as likely to apply as t2 . In this case the transition system
generated is a DTMC that can be analysed by probabilistic model checker, e.g.
PRISM [19].
To execute (probabilistic) bigraphical reactive systems, we employ BigraphER [26], an open-source language and toolkit for bigraphs. It also allows
exporting transitions systems, e.g. DTMCs, for analysis in specialised model
checking tools. To aid writing logical formulas over the transition systems, states
may be labelled using bigraph patterns that assign a state predicate label if it
contains (a match of) given bigraph patterns.
2

Similar to term rewriting lifted to graph structures.
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Probabilistic Extension of CAN Semantics

In this section we detail how action outcomes, plan selection, and intention
selection from Can can be extended to support probabilistic reasoning.
3.1

Probabilistic Action Outcomes

Agents execute actions that both interact with an external environment (e.g.
pick up an object), and in-turn revise the internal belief base (e.g. the agent
believes it holds the object). Action execution is speciﬁed in Can as:
act : ϕ ← φ− , φ+  B  ϕ
act
B, act → (B \ φ− ∪ φ+ ), nil
This states that an action applies only if the precondition ϕ holds, and the
outcome is to update the belief base by adding and removing the atoms speciﬁed
by φ+ and φ− , respectively. Other than beliefs, the agent has no notion of the
environment and these are assumed to be side-eﬀects.
In practice, we know the outcomes of an action are uncertain (e.g. due to
actuator malfunctions). For example, an agent may execute an action to pick up
an object but fail to do so because a robotic arm fails. In this case, updating the
beliefs that an object is held leads to misalignment between the true environment
and the agent’s representation of it. This form of uncertainty has been considered
extensively in the planning literature and has led to, e.g. probabilistic planning
domain deﬁnition languages (PPDDL) [27], that consider multiple outcomes with
associated probabilities (e.g. estimated from the historic data).
We follow a similar approach and sample action outcomes
from a probability
n
+
−
+
,
φ
)
→
p
,
.
.
.
,
(φ
,
φ
)
→
p
]
with
distribution μ = [(φ−
1
n
n
n
1
1
i=1 pi = 1. That
is, we use actions in the form a : ϕ ← μ where the original action form is the
special case of μ being a delta distribution (single outcome with probability 1).
Deﬁned using probabilistic transitions C →p C  (i.e. move from C to C  with
probability p) [28], we introduce a probabilistic action execution as follows:
act : ϕ ← μ μ(φ− , φ+ ) = p B  ϕ
actp
B, act →p (B \ φ− ∪ φ+ ), nil
Importantly we do not expect programming language implementations based
on these semantics to draw action outcomes probabilistically. Instead it is used
solely for modelling, allowing us to capture environmental eﬀects in a semantics
where they are usually ignored.
3.2

Plan Selection and Its Probabilistic Extension

BDI agents employ a user-provided plan library to respond to events. Each plan
has i) a triggering event deﬁning what event the plan can respond to, ii) a
precondition deﬁning what beliefs must hold for the plan to apply, and iii) a
plan-body deﬁning what steps should be taken to execute the plan. To address
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a pending event (e.g. from the external environment), the agent retrieves a set
of relevant plans: those with a matching triggering event, captured as follows:
Δ = {ϕ : P | (e = ϕ ← P ) ∈ Π ∧ e = e}
event
B, e → B, e : (| Δ |)
Given a set of relevant plans, the agent then selects an applicable plan (one where
the precondition is true) as speciﬁed by rule select:
ϕ : P ∈ Δ B |= ϕ
select
B, e : (| Δ |) → B, P  e : (| Δ \ {ϕ : P } |)
If there are no applicable plans a separate rule (unshown) propagates the failure.
Plan Selection Strategies
Notice that the preceding select rule does not specify which plan should be
selected in case of multiple applicable plans, i.e. it is non-deterministic.
However, in practice, we often want more control over which plan is chosen,
and diﬀerent plans are likely to be more/less preferred based on domain-speciﬁc
characteristics, e.g. costs. Therefore, in many implementations the choice is often
made deterministically by a plan selection function of the following form:
δ : 2B × 2Π → Π ∪ {⊥}
where B is the belief base and Π the plan library. Given a belief base and a set
of (relevant) plans it returns an applicable plan or ⊥, i.e. no applicable plan.
While a common heuristic is to select the plan with the highest order based
on some characteristics (e.g. preference), it may not lead to globally optimal
behaviours due to action side-eﬀects. We argue that it should be possible to
prioritise plan choice based on plan characteristics, but not assume a totally
ﬁxed ordering in order to allow exploration of non-highest order plans that might
have better properties. This is akin to discrepancy search techniques [29] to go
against the heuristic, and is particularly useful for declarative goals to avoid
repeating the same plan obsessively.
To allow non-strict orderings we sample plans based on a probability distribution, i.e. with the following plan selection function:
δ p : 2B × 2Π → Dist(Π) ∪ {⊥}
where Dist(Π) is the set of discrete probability distribution over the plan library
and ⊥ stands for no applicable plan available. Using δ p we can deﬁne a probabilistic select rule as follows:
ϕ : P ∈ Δ δ p (B, Δ) = μ μ = ⊥ μ(ϕ : P ) = p
selectp
B, e : (| Δ |) →p B, P  e : (| Δ \ {ϕ : P } |)
where μ is the probability distribution returned from δ p such that any nonrelevant and non-applicable plans are being assigned the probability 0.
Trialling diﬀerent distributions is possible by changing δ p which could, for
example, be extracted from historic data through machine learning. With our
approach, it allows quantifying exact probabilistic eﬀects of diﬀerent δ p choices.
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Intention Selection and Its Probabilistic Extension

BDI agents may pursue multiple intentions in parallel, allowing them to respond
quickly to new events whilst continuing to handle existing events. As parallelism
is interleaved (rather than simultaneous), at each step the agent must decide
which intention to progress. Similarly to plan selection, the default Can semantics speciﬁes a non-deterministic choice for intention selection in following two
cases:
P ∈ Γ B, P  → B  , P  
Astep
E e , B, Γ  ⇒ E e , B  , (Γ \ {P }) ∪ {P  }
P ∈ Γ B, P  
Aupdate
E e , B, Γ  ⇒ E e , B, Γ \ {P }
That is, we can either select to progress any progressable intention (i.e. B, P  →
B  , P  ) or drop any unprogressable intention (i.e. B, P  ).
As expected, we also want more control over the order of intention execution
in practice. This is critical as the wrong choice can cause failure to one or more
events, for example, if deadlines are involved (real-time systems, e.g. in [30]).
Intention Selection Strategies
Many implementations provide a simple ﬁrst-in-ﬁrst-out strategy or round-robin
scheduling (which ensures a notion of fairness between the intentions). Alternatively we may force a strict ordering on intentions based on the current situation,
e.g. deadlines. Similar to plan selection we can express (deterministic) intention
choice as a function which chooses the next intention to progress:
η = 2B × 2Γ → Γ ∪ {⊥}
where ⊥ stands for no active intentions available for selection.
Again we argue that forcing a deterministic choice is not always appropriate
and that you may require ﬂexibility to choose from a distribution. We provide
the following function to allow intention selection based on a distribution:
η p = 2B × 2Γ → Dist(Γ ) ∪ {⊥}
where Dist(Γ ) is the set of discrete probability distributions over Γ .
While the plan selection decides how to evolve a single intention (in terms
of intention-level conﬁguration B, P ), the intention selection determines what
it means to evolve an agent (in terms of agent-level conﬁguration E e , B, Γ ).
As such, agent-level transitions depend on the intention-level transitions and we
need to account for this in the transition probabilities. To have a probabilistic
agent step, we assume, for a chosen progressable intention P ∈ Γ , B, P  →p
B  , P   holds, for example, if a plan selection for the given intention P is required
based on selectP . For unprogressable intentions we have B, P  1 . We present
the following probabilistic intention selection rules:
P ∈Γ

η p (B, Γ ) = μ μ = ⊥ μ(P ) = p B, P  →p B  , P   p
Astep
E e , B, Γ  ⇒p·p E e , B  , (Γ \ {P }) ∪ {P  }
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η p (B, Γ ) = μ μ = ⊥ μ(P ) = p B, P  1 p
Aupdate
E e , B, Γ  ⇒p E e , B, Γ \ {P }


where p p + p,p p · p = 1 and p, p , p ∈ [0, 1]. Finally, other than the four
new probabilistic rules (actp , selectp , Apstep , and Apupdate ), the other Can rules
(unshown) all transition with uniform probability to future states.
P ∈Γ

3.4

Situation-Aware Distributions for Plan and Intention Selection

The plan and intention selection function δ p and η p are abstract and do not specify how to construct the resulting probability distributions in practice. In this
section we give a declarative mechanism for calculating situation-aware distributions at run-time. In contrast, action outcomes are typically statically deﬁned
based on estimates of environmental eﬀects at design time.
Our approach is to specify a situation value function for plans and intentions
that assigns them a real-valued weight such that if wi < wj then we should
prefer the plan/intention with the weight wj . Speciﬁc probabilities are then
determined through normalisation. As intentions ultimately address external
events, we measure the situation value of an intention by considering the characteristics of its related external event. As such, we adopt the notation of [15]
and extend it to external events by annotating both plans and external events,
namely e : ϕ ← P [θ] and e [θ] where e is an event, ϕ the context condition, P
the plan-body, e ∈ E e an external event, and θ a situation value description.
Importantly, each plan and external event can have a diﬀerent situation value
description. Same as in [15], we deﬁne θ to be d0 , {(ϕ1 , d1 ), · · · , (ϕn , dn )}, f 
where d0 is the default value and values di are aggregated using function f (e.g.
to perform a sum) whenever B |= ϕi holds, di ∈ R≥0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and 0 ≤ n.
Details of the value description such as its expressivity and supported functions
can be found in [15].

4

Evaluation

We demonstrate, using a smart manufacturing example and existing probabilistic
model checking tools, how to quantitatively model BDI agent programs. Specifically, we evaluate our probabilistic, situation-aware, plan/intention selection
against common strategies such as always selecting the most preferred plan. The
results are promising, with the intention completion probability using situationaware distributions being 97% higher than some strictly ordered plan and intention selection strategies. The models are freely available in BigraphER format
online3 . For quantitative analysis we use PRISM by importing the DTMC produced by BigraphER. While we only give details of a single case study, users of
the executable semantics can employ BigraphER to “run” models with diﬀerent
settings, e.g. external events, plan libraries, custom situation value descriptions.
3

https://bitbucket.org/uog-bigraph/prob bdi models sefm21/src/master/.
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Smart Manufacturing Example

We consider a robotic packaging scenario, extended from [30], where a robot
packs products and moves them to a storage area. Products have speciﬁc temperatures and must be packed in a suitable wrapping bag to prevent decay. If the
product stays on the production line too long, the temperature increases and it is
spoiled and lost. Given multiple waiting products the robot must choose which
to handle ﬁrst (intention selection). Once chosen, the robot must then decide
which wrapping to use: either premium or standard (plan selection). Premium
wrapping is expensive but always stops product decay and never breaks. On the
other hand, standard wrapping is cheap, only works if the product temperature
remains low, and has a risk of breaking (a negative action outcome).
Complexity arises from the following factors: (1) losses avoided depend on
when a product is packed, (2) when a product is packed determines which wrappings are applicable – earlier packing means cheaper bags, (3) cheaper wrappings
introduce uncertainty as they may break. A formal model of the agent system
allows us to quantitatively reason about the robot’s behaviours under this uncertainty and use these results as evidence, e.g. for regulatory certiﬁcation, or to
help improve the design of the robot, e.g. using a standard wrapping as often
possible but within tolerable failure threshold.
4.2

Agent Design

We consider a simpliﬁed scenario with two products that are initially present
on the production line, i.e. there are no dynamic events. Agent design is given
in Fig. 1 and we assume propositional logic with numerical comparisons.

Fig. 1. Agent design employing the syntax of Sect. 2.1 combined with the situation
value descriptions given in Sect. 3.4.
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Products awaiting processing are captured by external events shown in lines
9 and 10, e.g. e product1 with its situation value description θ13 (explained
below). The agent responds to the events using a declarative goal on line 2 that
states it wants to achieve the state success1 (i.e. wrapped and moved) through
addressing the (internal) event e process product1; failing if failure1 (i.e.
dropped or decayed) ever becomes true. Two plans (in lines 3 and 4), which
represent the diﬀerent wrappings, can handle the event e process product1
each with diﬀerent situation value descriptions. Event e product2 is handled in
a similar way (in line 5–7).
There is a probabilistic outcome for the move product standard1 action,
such that it has a 10% chance of causing failure1 by dropping the product accidentally, else it succeeds (adding success1 to the beliefs), whereas
move product premium1 action always succeeds. In Sect. 4.5 we will investigate
the eﬀect with varying probability. To allow situational awareness, we encode
(discrete) temporal information, for progress and deadline, as agent belief atoms.
Progress determines how far (in terms of agent steps) an agent is through an
intention, while deadline determines how many steps we can make before the
product spoils. Mirroring implementations, we update beliefs based on timings in
the background, without executing an explicit action. In this case, the progress
increases whenever a speciﬁc intention is stepped, whereas deadline decreases
after a step of any intention.
Table 1 gives the speciﬁcations for quantitative reasoning. A short commentary is as follows. deadline1 = 8 and deadline2 = 12 are the initial deadlines
of two external events, namly e product1 and e product2. The precondition
ϕ11 = deadline1 ≥ 3 indicates that deadline1 is greater than or equal to 3. The
situation value description θ11 = 1, {ϕ11 , 1}, sum indicates that if ϕ11 holds,
then θ11 (ϕ11 ) = 1 + 1 = 2. The situation value description θ13 for the external
event e product1 is deﬁned as a function (deadline1 + progress1 )−3 . Intuitively,
if deadline1 + progress1 is smaller relative to other products, then it has been
progressed less and the deadline is approaching, so it is more urgent. Importantly,
the choice of situation value descriptions are made by the agent designer, i.e.
(deadline1 + progress1 )−3 was their choice. Our approach enables the analysis
of alternative functions quantitatively, before deploying the agent.
Table 1. Quantitative speciﬁcations with x ∈ {1, 2}.
Initial deadlines Preconditions

Situation value descriptions

deadline1 = 8

ϕx1 = deadlinex ≥ 3

θx1 = {1, {ϕx1 , 1}, sum}

deadline2 = 12

ϕx2 = deadlinex ≥ 0
θx2 = {1, {ϕx3 , 1}, sum}
ϕx3 = 3 ≥ deadlinex ≥ 0 θx3 = (deadlinex + progressx )−3
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Table 2. Plan and intention selection strategies.
Plan selection strategies

Intention selection strategies

SMP: Select Most Preferred

SMU: Select Most Urgent

PSD: Preference Situational Distribution

FIFO: First-In-First-Out
RR: Round Robin
PUSD: Pure Urgency Situational Distribution
LUSD: Layered Urgency Situational Distribution
OLUSD: Optimised Layered Urgency Situational Distribution

4.3

Plan and Intention Selection Strategies

Table 2 lists the plan/intention selection strategies we analyse. We do not evaluate uniform random plans or intention selection strategies, as these do not
capture any domain speciﬁc information (e.g. regarding preferences). Whereas
SMP plan selection always selects the highest weighted plan, PSD selects a
plan by sampling distribution based on preference. For intention selection, SMU
always selects the intention closest to the deadline similar to SMP. FIFO and
RR are ﬁxed orders where the former always selects the intention which arrives
ﬁrst and the latter selects each intention in turn. PUSD selects an intention
by sampling from distribution where situation value description is given by
(deadline + progress)−3 . Unlike PUSD, LUSD only deems an intention urgent
if the product is not packed or spoiled. As such, it will not select an intention in
which the product is packed when there is another intention whose product is not
packed. Finally, OLUSD selects an intention similarily to LUSD but the situation value description is revised to be |deadline + progress − steps required|−3 ,
which accounts for the steps remaining to pack a product (to avoid spoilage).
4.4

Plan and Intention Selection Analysis

To perform quantitative analysis, we use BigraphER to generate a DTMC—
the underlying transition system of probabilistic bigraphs [18]—with bigraphs
as states and probabilities as transitions. Each state is labelled by bigraph patterns [22]: if the pattern matches the current state then the predicate is true. In
our example, we reason about the dynamic properties using Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) [31]. For example, the property P=? F[φ] expresses
the expected probability of φ holding eventually (in some state). We use S1, F1
(resp. S2, F2) to denote product 1 (resp. 2) successfully, or unsuccessfully being
processed by the robot. For model analysis we use these as state-labels4 in the
transition system for all states where a particular product succeeds/fails. Table 3
gives the probability of processing the products either successfully or with a failure, under the plan/intention selection strategies listed in Table 2. For example,
P=? F[S1 ∧ S2] is the probability both products being processed successfully.
4

Implemented using bigraph patterns, where a speciﬁc match is constructed that only
holds when that speciﬁc product was processed/failed.
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Table 3 shows the necessity for good plan/intention selection, with the ﬁrst
3 combinations never successfully processing both products, i.e. (S1, S2), and
PUSD having very limited success (p = 0.03). In particular, the intention strategy of RR (which selects each intention in turn) is the worst, failing both products in all cases. Using PUSD has an almost 50% chance of succeeding with
product 1 or failing both. This indicates the weighting function is skewed toward
product 1 at the detriment of product 2, leading to the improved LUSD strategy. This is a key advantage of our approach: discovering potential pitfalls and
trialling new strategies without changing the underlying agent programs and
semantics. Similar reasoning, that now product 2 was succeeding more often, led
to another strategy OLUSD being trialled with extremely good success rates,
i.e. p = 0.98. We should never expect the probability of (S1, S2) = 1 due to the
action outcome uncertainty (e.g. the wrapping bag breaks).
Table 3. Probability of product 1, product 2 for the properties, e.g. (S1, S2) with
diﬀerent plan and intention selection strategies listed in Table 2.

SMU
S
P M
l P
a
n P
S
D

(S1,S2)
0
(F1,S2)
0
(S1,S2)
0
(F1,S2)
0

S
P M
l P
a
n P
S
D

(S1,S2)
0.03
(F1,S2)
0.08
(S1,S2)
0.03
(F1,S2)
0.08

(S1,F2)
0.9
(F1, F2)
0.1
(S1,F2)
0.93
(F1,F2)
0.07

PUSD
(S1,F2)
0.48
(F1,F2)
0.41
(S1,F2)
0.49
(F1,F2)
0.4

Intention
FIFO
(S1,S2)
0
(F1,S2)
0.9
(S1,S2)
0
(F1,S2)
0.93

(S1,F2)
0
(F1,F2)
0.1
(S1,F2)
0
(F1,F2)
0.07

LUSD
(S1,S2)
0.510
(F1,S2)
0.482
(S1,S2)
0.513
(F1,S2)
0.481

(S1,F2)
0
(F1,F2)
0.008
(S1,F2)
0
(F1,F2)
0.05

RR
(S1,S2)
0
(F1,S2)
0
(S1,S2)
0
(F1,S2)
0

(S1,F2)
0
(F1,F2)
1
(S1,F2)
0
(F1,F2)
1

OLUSD
(S1,S2)
0.97
(F1,S2)
0.037
(S1,S2)
0.98
(F1,S2)
0.02

(S1,F2)
0
(F1,F2)
0
(S1,F2)
0
(F1,F2)
0

In this example, we ﬁnd that plan selection has limited eﬀect compared
to intention selection, which is key to this application. This itself is a valuable insight. In general, probabilistic sampling that improves success rates, even
marginally, should be used as it can result in great savings—particularly in large
scale processes, e.g. an expected two-product successful behaviour tending to
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occur 98% of the time instead of 97%. Given the complexity of agent behaviours,
determining this expected probability precise, without such a model, would be
diﬃcult.
Table 4. DTMC generation: ﬁnal size and timing.
Strategies

States Transitions Build time (s) Rule applications

(SMP, SMU)

31

30

66.57

217

(SMP, FIFO)

31

30

65.85

211

(SMP, RR)

19

18

52.13

143

(PSD, SMU)

36

36

92.26

273

(PSD, FIFO)

36

36

92.25

268

(PSD, RR)

19

18

51.72

143

(SMP, PUSD)

572

845

2447.37

5300

(SMP, LUSD)

323

478

1518.36

3116

(SMP, OLUSD) 323

478

1481.07

3116

(PSD, PUSD)

697

1039

17435.90

6836

(PSD, LUSD)

417

614

2106.64

4157

(PSD, OLUSD) 417

614

2098.51

4157

Table 4 details the DTMC that was used in the evaluation of each property:
the number of states and transitions, build time, and rule applications. The last
is the number of applications of reaction rules, including instantaneous reaction
rules—an advanced feature of BigraphER—that allows agents to progress an
intention without showing all sub-steps. For example, this includes belief revision, where we see only ﬁnal output of a step of executing an action. As the
internal steps still have to be generated, much of the build time is spent doing
that—accounting for the low number of states, but large build time. We also have
to check all required rules and, as bigraphs do not natively support numerical
types, this includes many generated rules for diﬀerent parameter values.
The build times for non-interleaved intention selection strategies, e.g. (SMP,
SMU) and (PSD, RR) is in the order of minutes whereas the build times for
interleaved selection strategies, e.g. (SMP, PUSD) and (PSD, PUSD), is signiﬁcantly higher (up to 5 h). This is expected due to the combinatorial nature
of interleavings and the large number of rules that need to be checked for applicability in each state. Since our executable semantics is intended to be used at
design time we do not believe this to be an issue in practice. Model optimisations
may be possible, or statistical model checking used, for particularly large agent
designs, and ultimately there may be a numerical plug-in for BigraphER.
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Action Outcome Analysis

The eﬀects of diﬀerent action outcomes are shown in Fig. 2 where the probability
of standard wrapping failing is increased from 10% to 90% for two strategy pairs:
(PSD, SMU) and (PSD, OLUSD).
We can see that negative action outcomes have a much larger eﬀect on strictly
ordered intention selection (SMU), e.g. the probability of (S1,F2) decreases from
over 90% to below 40%. Meanwhile, (PSD, OLUSD) is more robust to action
outcome changes. For example, the probability of (S1, S2) in (PSD, OLUSD)
has a minor decrease of no more than 20%. This is due to increased interleaving of
these two intentions, rendering the standard wrapping inapplicable more often.

Fig. 2. Probability of reaching the end state (product 1, product 2) with increasing
failure probability in (PSD, SMU) and (PSD, OLUSD).

When the cases become less complex, e.g. there is only one product with
plenty time to process and all actions always succeed, the plan/intention choice of
a BDI agent becomes trivial. In another words, our approach is particularly useful
when situations are not straightforward and have complex domain information.
Future work, however, is required to account for the cost, in terms of wrapping
bags, of achieving diﬀerent success rates and robustness to action outcomes while
keeping the overall cost low, i.e. multi-objective optimisation.

5

Related Work

We are not the ﬁrst to consider probabilistic veriﬁcation of BDI agents. The
work [32] uses a two-stage veriﬁcation methods that ﬁrst generates a model
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through program model checking (of a system implementation), and then converts this model to PRISM input format for analysis. However, unlike our focus
on probabilistic extensions of the BDI semantics itself, the BDI agent used
in [32] does not contain any probabilistic aspects. Instead, the environment
where the agent executes enables the probabilistic reasoning. Similarly, the work
of [33] facilitates probabilistic veriﬁcation of BDI agents by encoding them in
PRISM. In this case, instead of generating the model based on an implementation, they implement a signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed version of AgentSpeak directly
in PRISM. The simpliﬁcations deviate from realistic BDI agents, e.g. enabling
truly-concurrent intentions (and no intention selection) and treating plan selection as non-deterministic. Our approach captures an extension of the full Can
semantics while still providing PRISM veriﬁcation capabilities.
Works studying plan and intention selection strategies have also been conducted within the BDI community. For example, the work of [30] compiles agent
programs to TÆMS (Task Analysis, Environment Modelling, and Simulation)
framework to represent the coordination aspects of problems such as “enables”
and “hinders” relations between tasks. A Design-To-Criteria scheduler is then
used for intention selection to determine the full set of decisions that the agent
needs to perform. An increasingly popular topic in the BDI community is intention progression [34], e.g. the contest5 . The intention problem includes the means
(i.e. plan) to achieve a given event and which of the currently adopted plans (i.e.
intentions) to progress at the current moment, when handling multiple intentions
in parallel. Unlike our focus on automated quantitative analysis of BDI agents,
their goal (same as [30]) is to help the agent to make better decisions, by modifying or replacing the original BDI reasoning entirely, through other advanced
decision-making techniques such as automated planning techniques [35]. For
example, the work [36] showed that many of the intention progress issues can be
modelled in planning domain deﬁnition language (PDDL) [37] (the de-facto standard planning language) and resolved through suitable planners. such as modern
highly eﬃcient (online) planner [38]. Finally, it is not a new idea to integrate
advanced decision-making techniques into BDI agents to improve performance.
There is a large amount of work (surveyed in [39]) to employ planning to dynamically synthesise new plans to achieve an event even when no pre-deﬁned plan
worked or exists. One work [40], for example, shows in detail how the integration
of planning and BDI can be done at the semantic level.
Besides BDI agents, quantitative veriﬁcation techniques have also applied to
other types of agent systems. For example, the work of [41] considers uncertain
communication channels between systems of interacting agents. For veriﬁcation
the multi-agent system is transformed to ﬁnite state Markov chains for establishing quantitative temporal properties of the system. Similar to our evaluation
of plan/intention selection strategies, the work of [42] provides a quantitative
assessment for a decentralised control policies in multi-vehicle scenarios. Specifically they study conﬂict resolution policies to ensure that a policy never causes
5

https://sites.google.com/site/intentionprogression/home.
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collisions under some mild assumptions on the initial conditions. For an overview
of general agent-based veriﬁcation we refer to [43] for the interested readers.

6

Conclusions

A quantitative evaluation and comparison framework can aid design-time speciﬁcation, allowing us to reason about rational agents operating under uncertainty,
for example due to uncertain environments or failure prone actuators, and inherently quantiﬁable agent characteristics such as plan preference.
We have extended the Can language (which formalises the behaviour of a
classical BDI agent) to a probabilistic setting, which allows both probabilistic
action outcomes and probabilistic plan and intention selection. The extended
semantics employs probabilistic bigraphs, which enable quantitative analysis
with BigraphER and probabilistic model checking in PRISM. Importantly, our
executable framework allows (non-expert) users to experiment with their own
agent models without worrying about the underlying bigraph theory.
Through a smart manufacturing example we have shown that it is possible to
reason about several plan and intention selection strategies, and that probabilistic plan and intention selection strategies can reduce the impact of undesirable
outcomes, compared with ordered or ﬁxed strategies. In this example, we found
that plan selection has limited eﬀect compared to intention selection, which is a
valuable insight. In particular, due to the agent making smarter intention selection choices, the impact of action outcomes can be marginal—even when the
failure probabilities are large.
Acknowledgements. This work is supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, under PETRAS SRF grant MAGIC (EP/S035362/1) and S4:
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